
Soaring towards the dream

Okayama Prefecture

Kasaoka Senior High School
Chidori is the nickname for Kasaoka Senior High School



School Education Goals
"Highly motivated, nurturing people who are willing to open up their own lives and the future of society."

We want to Cultivate
・ A person who has a personality that is harmonious in knowledge, virtue, and body.

・ A person who has acquired the knowledge necessary for a new era and the ability to enhance the future.

・ Those who can continue to learn independently throughout their lives and contribute to local and

global societies.

Qualities and Abilities we want to Cultivate
・ Future pioneering power is a power needed for the new age.    

Individuals will foster qualities and abilities necessary to play a role in society while realizing a unique 

way of life and creating new knowledge and value.

Thinking power

Expression

Collaboration power, 

Self-Reflection,  Willpower 

Future pioneering power

Cultural ability

Future Development Curriculum
Introducing a University-oriented credit system to set a variety of subjects and subjects according 

to each student's career aspirations, interests , and interests.

1 Our unique subject / course corresponding to the new university entrance examination

Develop English speaking ability to live in a global society.Global English

Quest
Develop thinking, judgment, and expressiveness by utilizing the acquired 

knowledge and skills.

2 Detailed and polite classes according to the learning progress of each student.

Develop the academic ability of each individual in a detailed and careful class with a small number of people according to their individual 

abilities.

3 Variety of electives according to career path

It is possible to select subjects that have an eye on the future course and carry out independent learning.

＜ Japanese language special lecture, mathematics special lecture, English study,

essay special lecture, communication fine lecture, sketch, music theory, sportsⅠ,

food design, child development and childcare, etc. ＞

４

Learning outside the school that connects with society

Jump out into the community, connect with society and open up experiences for learning.

＜ Overseas language training.（Cebu Island） ＞

Learning support system

At Kasaoka High School, you can receive a personalized consultation after school or in your spare time.

By utilizing our own guidebooks, courses, seminars, question spaces, and self-study spaces 

that guide your learning, you will be able to enrich your learning for three years.

Career Guidance Thinking about the future

Comprehensive inquiry time

This is a time for each individual to take the initiative (Active), think carefully (Thinking), and create themselves (Creative).

Through various experiences, you can learn how high school education is being utilized in the future in both college and society.

In addition, you will acquire the power to open up the future of your life and society (future pioneering power) by associating and utilizing 

the knowledge you have learned at Kasaoka Senior High School to discover and solve problems.

1 Career quest    ～Thinking about your future～

There are many things to experience, such as actively going out of school and interacting with member of the academic communi ty and 

future potential employers.These experiences include, univercity visits, company visits, career traning, and a high school introductory 

course.There opportunities will encourage individuals to take into considerration their current and future way of life, by in tegration what 

they have learned from these expreriences into their daily lives in order to reach their future goals.

Academic  Ability Acquire solid academic ability

Globai Engrish

Subject counseling

Cebu language training

Exploring issues    ～Thinking about the future of society～2

「Chiikigaku 」 〔Thinking about local issues〕 「Theme search 」 〔Thinking about glocal issues〕

Explore the area and learn the skills needed for exploration 

activities.

Know the world from the region and work on exploring 

freely set themes.

Field work Poster session Inquiry activity Presentation

School management 

Future pioneering power consists of cultural ability, thinking power, expression, collaboration power, 

self-reflection, and willpower.



Career support system

1

2

3

４

Career guidance

This is an opportunity for students to become aware of a career path and plan for the future.

Various career events that nurture aspirations.

You can think seriously about your career path by building a relationship of friendly rivalry 

with your friends.

Friendly career counseling

You can carefully discuss your career path during the interview with your homeroom teacher four times 

a year.  At any time, you can get career advice in the career guidance room.

Essay / interview guidance system

An essay / interview guidance system that provides one-on-one advice.

There are a lot of preparations for going on to university with individual correction instruction

corresponding to university entrance examinations.

Career training

Interview

Achievements

National university

Hokkaido University, Tokyo University, Nagoya University, Kyoto University, Osaka University, Kobe University, Kyushu Univers ity, 

Okayama University, Hiroshima University , and many other National Universities

Private university

Waseda University, Chuo University, Meiji University, Hosei University, Tokyo University of Science, Doshisha University, Ritsumeikan 

University, Kansai University, Kwnsei Gakuin University, Kawasaki University of Medical Welfare, 

Notre Dame Seishin University, Shujitsu University, and many other Private  Universities

School  Events

School Festival  ”Chidori Festival"

It is an independent activity run by students.

Gather, encourage, and train with your friends in 3 years to deepen your bond and grow significantly

Culture Festival 

Air gate 3rd grade    Chorus 2nd grade    Stage announcement 1st grade    Exhibition announcement

Athletic meet

Student council activities

Relay Piggy back fight Tug of war Block performance

Club Activities

There are a wide variety of sport clubs and cultural clubs to meet students' interrests and needs.

Sports club

Volleyball 

Basketball

Athletics

Soft tennis

Scccer   

Kendo

Cultual or academic club

Literary 

Science

Life science

Calligraphy

English

Students that have graduated from Kasaoka Senior High School have been accepted to the following Universities.

Balancing learning and club activities at a high level is the foundation for success in society.

Handball 

Table tennis

Badminton 

Softball

Japanese music

Art 

Tea & ikebana 

Brass band 

Volunteer



Okayama Prefecture

Kasaoka Senior High School

3073-2 Kasaoka Kasaoka City Okayama Pefecture Japan  Address

Tel 81-0（omit if dialing from overseas）865-62-5128

Fax 81-0（omit if dialing from overseas）865-62-5541

URL http://www.kasaoka.okayama-c.ed/wp/

E-mail kasaoka@pref.okayama.jp

CHIDORI  School  Uniform

Tradition to inherit, 

Dignity & Diversity

During the flex period, you can think on your own 

initiative, manage your own physical condition, 

and dress in your own style.

Furthermore, you can freely combine summer 

clothes and winter clothes.

In the shape of Chidori spirit Winter Summer

Flex : Spring & Autumn

Soaring towards the future,


